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Construction is one of the most collaborative, 
yet fragmented industries.



Our mission: to transform construction into one of the 
most collaborative and connected industries.



What we know

• Construction is relationship-based where deals 
are closed with a handshake.

• Matching the right people with the right projects 
upfront is key.



Construction is still communicating 
in very old-school ways and that’s 

contributing to some serious 
industry stagnation.

What’s the problem?



Here’s the proof:
Over the past two decades, construction productivity has only grown on average 1% a year.*

* McKinsey Global report, “Reinventing construction: A route to higher productivity”



Margins are historically low, 
the lowest of any industry 

except for retail.



What’s contributing 
to the problem
• Construction is the least digitized industry 

in the world.*

• Construction has not invested enough in 
the preconstruction process.

* McKinsey Global report, “Reinventing construction: A route to higher productivity”



How do you search for subs?

DATABASES, 
SPREADSHEETS

WORD-OF-MOUTH 
REFERRALS

COLD CALLS

ROLODEX

GOOGLE SEARCH



How do you keep all 
your contact 

information up to date?



Better yet, is it 
even up to date?



Don’t worry, 
you’re not alone…



“Outreach has always been difficult. We had to 
call everybody on the list, no matter who. If we 

invited 400 subs, we had to make 400 calls. 
And if we didn’t get through, we called every day.”

Don Tiefenbrum, VP of Preconstruction, feels your pain:



“We were doing everything very 
old school—we had a Rolodex 

and emails.”

Stephen Fontana, estimator, feels your pain:



“I used to have an engineer on an 
estimate calling people for days to 

make sure subcontractors were going 
to bid. That was a full-time job.”

Jeff Bilinski, Project Manager, feels your pain:



What if you

had access to a centralized directory of subs?



What if you

had access to a centralized directory of subs?

had access to a network of subs that was 
automatically updated?



What if you

had access to a centralized directory of subs?

had access to a network of subs that was 
automatically updated?

could qualify subs before you chose them for 
the job?



There’s a better way.
A living, breathing network of subs, that’s always updating.

UPDATED IN REAL TIMEDIGITAL CROWD-SOURCEDCENTRALIZED



Why GCs and owners need a digital, 
centralized network:
• save time searching for subs
• find the right sub for the job
• qualify subs to mitigate risk
• collaborate with your team and/or offices

Why subs or vendors need a digital, 
centralized network:
• get discovered by GCs

• customize your profile to get invited to the right projects



Meet the BC Network...connecting people, 
companies, and project data.

Photo credit goes here



The BC Network
• The largest network of construction professionals

• Collectively maintained in real time

• Data is always private and secure



SUBCONTRACTOR A
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GENERAL CONTRACTOR A GENERAL CONTRACTOR B

SUBCONTRACTOR A

Traditional “Database-based” Process
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SUBCONTRACTOR A

Traditional “Database-based” Process “Network-based”



Why is “Network-based” better?

https://youtu.be/dOXmXkr8xiU

https://youtu.be/dOXmXkr8xiU


The BC Network for 
GCs and owners: 

• Discover and invite from network

• See where subs are willing to travel

• Search by trade and labor 
requirements

• Easily surface your qualified 
vendors to take on less risk

• Receive and evaluate proposals in a 
collaborative system

Find the best sub for the right project



The BC Network and 
risk management: 

• GCs can access the largest network of 
construction qualification data

• Manage continuous annual 
qualifications

• Run project specific analysis and risk 
mitigation

• Sync with bid management in BC Pro

Prevent risk right from the start
2018 Benchmarking Results

ABC Mechanical
John Jackson

05/04/2019 at 3:16 pm pst

QUALIFICATIONS Powered by

Status

Adjusted Total of  Project Limit

Expiration Date

EMR (most recent)

Application Summary

Project Limit / Total Limit

Qualified w/ Exceptions

November 15, 2019

57.4%

0.98

Short term approval for this project if we address the 
mitigation recommendations.

$200K / $1M



The BC Network for subs: 

• Manage bids in the network with 1 login

• Get discovered by GCs and owners

• Assign work to estimators on your team

• Submit proposals in a collaborative system 
and avoid lost emails

• Track your history and hit rates

Manage all opportunities in one place



Bringing it all together



BID MANAGEMENT
FOR GCS

OPPORTUNITY MANAGEMENT
FOR SUBS

RISK MANAGEMENT
FOR GCS

BC Pro Bid Board Pro TradeTapp

The Network



PRECONSTRUCTIONDESIGN

Design Design
Coordination

Quantity 
Takeoff Estimating Bid 

Management Scheduling

Project 
Management 

(RFIs 
Submittals)

Cost 
(Budget, 
Contract 
Mgmt)

Production 
Control

Field 
(Quality, 
Safety)

Turnover & 
Operations

The network can close feedback loops not only 
within preconstruction, but the entire process

CONSTRUCTION

THE NETWORK



Autodesk Construction Solutions Vision for Preconstruction

Become the global preconstruction 
ecosystem that empowers customers 
to quickly, predictably and confidently 

move from design to construction.



Q&A



Thanks!


